Privacy Policy for 911 SOS application
At 911 SOS application, one of our main priorities is the privacy of our visitors. This Privacy Policy document
contains types of information that is collected and recorded by 911 SOS application and how we use it.
LOG FILES
911 SOS application follows a standard procedure of using log files. These files log visitors when they visit
911 SOS application. The information collected by log files include personal data of users (name and
surname, address, mobile phone number, date of birth, blood group, health status, camera, microphone,
accounts, email address etc.) of 911 SOS application, date and time stamp and possibly the number of clicks.
The purpose of the information is for identifying and geolocating of user, increasing the speed of aid of
alarming user, administering the site, tracking users’ movement on the 911 SOS application.
Users can access and amend their personal data, but they cannot delete them.
CHILDREN’S INFORMATION
Another part of our priority is adding protection for children while using the 911 SOS application. We
encourage parents and guardians to observe, participate in, and/or monitor and guide their online activity.
If you think that your child provided information containing personal data on our 911 SOS application, we
strongly encourage you to contact us immediately and we will do our best efforts to promptly amend or
correct the information.
PRIVACY POLICY ONLY
This privacy policy applies only to our 911 SOS application and is valid for users to our application with
regards to the information that they shared and/or collect in 911 SOS application. This policy is not applicable
to any information collected offline or via channels other than this application.
CONSENT
By using our website, you hereby consent to our Privacy Policy and agree to its Terms and Conditions.

LOCATION
911 SOS accesses your location so it can:
These may be sent:
Help the user navigate
Connect the user with friends
Serve content relevant to your location
Make targeted offers/serve relevant ads
Geo-tagging content (e.g photos)
It shares your location with:
User's friends
To your contacts
Your device allows control whether this app accesses your location or not. Visit your device settings
screen/s for more information

Our 911 SOS collects geolocation information from users in order to fasten the opportunity of giving help.

EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY
911 SOS is only an ADDITIONAL tool that does NOT replace common emergency management (e.g. a call via
the local emergency phone We aren’t responsible for the problems which occur because of technical
issues such as wrong location and sos message loses and damages.The purpose of SOS Button Pro is only to
minimize the time between incident and the first alert. The developers of this application are not liable for
any incidents and damages which are caused through the use of this application. The developers reserve the
right to stop this service at any time and/or exclude users from this service.

UPDATE
This Privacy Policy is made on August 01, 2016. If there will be any update, amendment, or changes to our
Privacy Policy then these will be posted on this page.

